Van Marum was born on 20 March 1750 in Haarlem, the son of a surveyor and construction engineer. He attended elementary school and grammar school in Delft. In 1764 he matriculated at Groningen University, where he studied medicine. He received his doctorate (Ph.D.) in 1773 with a dissertation on the circulation of plant saps. In this study he had been encouraged by one of his teachers at Groningen, Petrus Camper. Later that year Van Marum graduated in medicine with a study on animal physiology. After his studies in Groningen Van Marum’s scientific interests shifted to botany and the study of electricity.

From 1776 to 1780 Van Marum practiced medicine in Haarlem, where he was appointed lecturer of philosophy and mathematics. In 1777, the Hollandsche Maatschappij van Wetenschappen at Haarlem made him director of its growing cabinet of natural history. Four years later, he married Joanna Bosch, a wealthy daughter of the printer to the Hollandsche Maatschappij. Their marriage remained childless.

Van Marum’s importance lay in his contributions to the dissemination of scientific knowledge. In 1784 he became director of the Cabinet of Physical and Natural Curiosities and the Library of Teyler’s Foundation, which was to become the core of the collection of today’s Teylers Museum at Haarlem. For the rest of his life, Van Marum took great pains to improve and expand these collections. Between 1782 and 1802, he made a number of journeys abroad that brought him much fossil material and many minerals. Among his most famous acquisitions was J. J. Scheuchzer’s ‘Homo diluvii testis’ (actually a fossil salamander), Beringer’s Lügensteine, and the fossil Mosasaurus camperi.

With the largest electrical machine of the time, made by John Cuthbertson, Van Marum carried out many electrical and chemical experiments, which he published in the Verhandelingen of Teyler’s Foundation. He supported Benjamin Franklin’s theory of a single electric fluid, and with his newly developed gasometer discovered carbon monoxide. After meeting Lavoisier in Paris in 1785, he became one of the first adherents and propagators of the Frenchman’s new combustion theory which he supported with numerous experiments often carried out with instruments he had constructed himself.
After 1802, Van Marum’s main interest shifted to botany. He specialised in South African plants and saw through the press a new systematic catalogue of the aloes originally compiled by the prince of Salm-Dyck. He corresponded with many of the leading botanists of the time, especially on problems of plant systematics and taxonomy. In 1822 he repeated Oersted’s electromagnetical experiments and published his results.

Van Marum was always interested in the practical and organizational aspects of science. He promoted, for example, the use of pure oxygen to revive drowned persons and the use of steam baths for cholera patients. He was also concerned about air pollution by carbon monoxide. In 1794 he was appointed secretary of the Hollandsche Maatschappij. During the French reign, king Louis Napoleon asked him, among others, to draft a constitution for a new national scientific institution, the Koninklijk Instituut van Wetenschappen, Letteren en Schoone Kunsten, which was established in 1808. Until 1836 Van Marum was one of the most active members of this scientific institution. In 1814, the new king of the Netherlands, William I, appointed Van Marum to a commission for the restructuring of higher education, and in 1821 to a commission charged with exploring the possibilities of active control of the Dutch rivers.

Van Marum died on 26 December 1837, honoured by both French and Dutch authorities. He was a member of 37 scientific societies in the Netherlands and abroad and left behind well-organized societies and collections.
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